amplified
make music a social experience

GET IT ON Google Play

Download on the App Store
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stoked to see him in sf soon!
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Amplified turns music into a social experience

Share your music. Listen together. Find a community.
User Guide

Create a profile

- Input your favorite artists, albums, or songs!
- Choose up to 5 songs on your rotation
- Optionally, sign in with Spotify or Apple Music to curate music and display stats based on your previous listening

Share and explore music

- Social media like feed, where you can post about artists, albums, or songs!
- See what your friends are listening to
- Explore what similar users around the world are listening to
- Listen to music synchronously while messaging a person or a group chat

Support independent artists

- Share their music and help them gain listeners
- Checkout the marketplace to buy merch and other goodies directly from the artist
- Find small and local shows based on artists and genres